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Abstract
Paleoclimate research has led to the realization that quasi-periodic oscillations in the Earth’s orbit and axial tilt have been a major
driving factor in past climate variations. In addition to their role in governing the Quaternary glacial episodes, these astronomicalforced oscillations have left their record in variations of surface climate and weathering, ocean circulation and productivity, and other
features captured in the sedimentary record. Resolving this sedimentary ‘metronome’ from outcrops and cores has enabled a
revolution in Earth system science.
Global marine sequences, ocean anoxic events, and even biotic extinctions are connected with long-period astronomical modulations.
Precise prediction of the superimposed fine-scale oscillations into the distant past is the basis for high-resolution calibration of the
Cenozoic timescale and is rapidly becoming the foundation for Mesozoic-Paleozoic scaling. With a 0.02-0.4-myr resolving power, the
‘astronomical timescale’ offers orders of magnitude improvement over previous geologic timescale estimates and significantly
broadens the issues that can be addressed in Earth systems research.
For example, paleoclimatologists now know the rate of increase in warming and pCO2 associated with the Paleocene/Eocene Thermal
Maximum, thereby constraining causation mechanisms and feedbacks. Cyclic stratigraphy enables precise scaling of OxfordianKimmeridgian and Aptian-Albian biozones, hence calculation of formation rates of associated source rocks for the majority of the
world's oil and gas. In modern climate change research, past climates that experienced astronomical forcing similar to the present are
being investigated as potential predictors of future climate. These and other developments testify to the impressive transformative
power of the astronomical paleoclimate record in the modern study of the Earth system.
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Milankovitch’s Vision

“The theories of celestial mechanics state unequivocally that the mutual
perturbations of the planets took place during the whole history of the
Earth, and that hence, insolation was subjected to secular variations during
this entire time interval.”
Canon of Insolation and the Ice-Age Problem

• The astro-climatic ‘metronome’
Earth’s orbital parameters

• The astro-climatic ‘metronome’
The orbital parameters induce quasi-periodic insolation variations and cyclic
climate change, conferred by climate-sensitive Earth surface processes and
sedimentation into the stratigraphic record. The cyclic strata serve as a highresolution ‘metronome’ of elapsed time.
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• The astro-climatic ‘metronome’
MORE EXAMPLES

• Quiet revolution in Earth science
The Geologic Time Scale is being astronomically calibrated…
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• Quiet revolution in Earth science
…to reduce GTS2004 uncertainties by an order of magnitude or more
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• Astronomical pacing
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• Astronomical pacing
Oceanic Anoxic Events
Mitchell et al., 2008, and in preparation
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• Astronomical pacing
Biotic extinctions
Cenozoic mammalian (rodent) turnover pulses at 2.4 myr eccentricity minima, and 1.2 myr obliquity nodes
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• Astronomical time calibration
Timing and duration of the PETM
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Paleocene/Eocene Thermal Maximum
• Abrupt, transient climate event
• pronounced warming of ocean/atmosphere
• changes in ocean/atmosphere chemistry
• 30-50% extinction of benthic foraminifera
• mammalian turnover (origination)
• Astronomical age onset: 55.53+0.02 Ma
• Astronomical duration: 170 kyrs

• Astronomical time calibration
Duration of Cretaceous biozones
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• Astronomical time calibration
Sea floor spreading rates
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• Astronomical prediction of future climate
Four potential analogs in “near deep-time”:
1. Eemian
2. MIS-11
3. Late Pliocene
4. Early Pliocene
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• Astronomical prediction of future climate
Pliocene not a perfect astronomical analog:
-Today’s obliquity is decreasing
- Early, Late Pliocene obliquity was increasing
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• Conclusions

Astronomically forced stratigraphy provides a high resolution ‘metronome’ for Earth history
• 0.02-0.10 myrs [Cenozoic]; 0.1-0.4 myrs [Mesozoic]
• reduces GTS uncertainties by an order of magnitude or more
• provides continuous time calibration between radioisotope-dated points
• allows highly resolved estimates of timings and rates of geologic processes
This has enabled a revolution in Earth sciences:
• 3rd order sequences forced by orbital parameters [sequence stratigraphy]
• high-resolution stratigraphic correlation [global stratigraphy]
• Cretaceous OAEs coordinated by orbital modulations [paleoceanography]
• Cenozoic mammalian turnover rates paced by orbital modulations [paleobiology]
• new evaluation of sea-floor spreading rates [tectonics]
• independent estimates of tidal dissipation and Earth rotation history [geodynamics]
• exploration of Solar System evolution in deep time [astrodynamics]

